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Danfoss and PrISUm
Designing, building and racing a solar car takes innovation, knowledge and hard work. It
also takes a substantial amount of money. While some of PrISUm’s competitors’
expenses are paid in full by their universities, PrISUm has many dedicated sponsors.
Danfoss, one of PrISUm’s sponsors, is a global engineering company with a location here
in Ames, Iowa. Though the partnership between Danfoss and PrISUm is in its beginning
stages, Danfoss has plans to be more than just a financial backer.
Joe Wright is an Iowa State alumnus who has been working for Danfoss for more than 12
years. He serves as a point of contact between PrISUm and Danfoss to foster
opportunities that both groups can benefit from. “We have a lot of shared techniques and
technologies. The finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics, and a lot of the
design work that is happening is really applicable to what we do here at Danfoss,” said
Wright. “There’s a lot of opportunity.”
These opportunities stem from PrISUm’s organizational structure and ability to run a
student organization as an actual business. Wright said he commends the team on its
multidisciplinary approach. He believes this is one of the reasons why the team has been
so successful. “I think that a lot of the skillsets that are being developed by the PrISUm
members that would be directly applicable to Danfoss projects,” said Wright. “It creates a
nice pipeline for internships and then eventually full-time employment.”
Every sponsor is integral to PrISUm’s success.
As the partnership with Danfoss grows and
develops, not only will Danfoss play a role in
PrISUm’s success through financial backing,
but they will also seek other opportunities to
further the success of PrISUm in the future.
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Different Studies, Different Strengths
PrISUm has students from a number of majors, but it hasn’t always been that
way. When Matt Goode, Senior in Material Science and Engineering, joined the
group, every member was an engineering major. Now, there are 10 members
from majors including marketing and elementary education. “They’ve already
made such a big impact on the team. They want to make sure they can make a
difference,” Goode said. This diversity on PrISUm has led to many positive
changes in the organization.

Approaching Problems Differently
The organization works through situations differently than before. One
example is fundraising. The organization is a small business, so different
majors are the key to success with the business side, Goode said. A business
student focuses on the net income. The marketing major focuses on building
a brand, and a journalism student focuses on writing the promotional content.
“When you get all these different thought processes, you create products that
engage and motivate people,” Goode said.

Tightening the Technology Knowledge Gap
“PrISUm University is comprised of readables written by students. If you want
to read about how the car or motor works and how the battery stores energy,
you can educate yourself,” Goode said. Members also present lectures during
meetings so members have a base knowledge of each subject.

Advancing Careers
When Goode joined, the team simply received donations with no further
engagement with donors. Now, the business division focuses on building
partnerships with their donors. These partnerships help the organization
financially and serve the members professionally. “A company we partner
with did a specialty information session during the career fair just for our
members. They want to make sure they recruit from us,” Goode said. PrISUm
also maintains a professional atmosphere during meetings and around their
workspace to promote an authentic work environment. “At the end of the day,
our members can apply to a job and have the experience of creating or
promoting a product,” Goode said.
PrISUm is one of the most diverse solar car teams in the world, according to
Goode. The diversity allows for members to have the same general idea of
their goal, but have different intermediate steps to achieve it. “Everybody
wants to make a perfect car, so at the end of the day, what we make is going
to be extraordinary,” says Goode.
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Project Director’s Update
Matthew Goode
PrISUm has grown substantially within the past 4 years. Our current membership roster tops out
at 172 members, with well over 100 of these students actively working within the organization.
This growth has caused for a lot of management pains for the organization as we are not used to
having this many people! To address this new workforce, the leadership crew has spent most of
the semester leading and learning how to clearly communicate. With an organization this large it
has been quite easy for small details to slip under the radar. These details, while at the time
seem small, have came back later to cause for long nights in the computer lab. The
implementation of new communication software, along with team building activities and social
outings, have drastically increased inter-team communication. As we continue to develop the
world’s first solar utility vehicle, members are gaining vital life skills that will lead to bright futures!

Business Director’s Update
Sarah Leahy
PrISUm introduced a new business director, Sarah Leahy, this month! Over the past month, the
business division has been working on projects to create a more personal, inside view of the
organization. One such project is a video showing students in action. We’ve been working with
outside students to create the video, with the goal to have it released by the end of November.
During October, the outreach group finished up their CIRAS events and had fun at the Iowa State
homecoming parade. Currently, they’re preparing activities for smaller school events. With the
continual help of our amazing sponsors and donors, the organization has received more funding
and has been gifted many useful materials that have advanced Penumbra’s progress. The
organization cannot be more grateful for all the support shown on our way to changing the
paradigm of transportation.

Systems Director’s Update
Andrew Mallek
With the physical construction of the car at its beginnings, the systems division has switched
gears to collaboratively discuss any oversights in the manufacturing and assembly process
at their meetings. Each week, there are several topics that cover potential areas of concern
across every division of the organization. By talking about these topics in a group
environment, we can effectively brainstorm solutions that meet the constraints of each subgroup. Furthermore, it ensures good horizontal and vertical communication throughout the
organization, thus minimizing design oversights. Our first meeting of this type went very well
as we have established plans for wiring through the length of the car and specifically how we
will be mounting body components to the frame. Throughout this coming month, we will
utilize this time to also develop manufacturing plans for the remaining interior components in
addition to the critical mechanical systems.

Mechanical Director’s Update
Jeremy Rurup

The Mechanical Division has had a very
busy month of October! A lot of issues have
popped up, but members have pushed very
hard to work through them, and a lot of
great work has gotten done. We are still on
track to have a rolling chassis completed
over Christmas break.
Top: PrISUm members bevel the edges of the foam.
Bottom: PrISUm uses the clean room at Delta Airlines to
cut carbon fiber for door layups.

First, I’ll start with the subject of molds,
which will be used to form the carbon fiber
body of the car. Thanks to Plastics
Unlimited out of Preston, IA, we finally have
a machinist for our largest molds! These
molds will ship out to be machined as soon
as this week! Additionally, thanks to a
massive effort by Morgan Meredith Inc.,
molds for all four doors, hood, and roof of
the car have been machined. These molds
were immediately prepared for carbon fiber
layup at the first Delta trip.

On October 28th, the composites subdivision led a group of fourteen people up to
Delta Airlines at the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Airport to manufacture the hood, roof, and
doors. Unfortunately, we experienced a
large number of issues, and were not able to complete these layups. Several of the issues
were sorted out immediately, with the help of Delta staff. However, the problem that finally
did us in was trying to thermoform our core foam (a foam that is sandwiched between
layers of carbon fiber to increase stiffness). Because of this new process that we were
highly inexperienced with, we ended up damaging the foam too much to use in layup.
Overall, we have learned we have a lot of new manufacturing processes that we have to
perfect, and not just in the area of thermoforming.
For structures division updates, members are now successfully running stress analysis on
the combined carbon fiber and aluminum chassis! This has allowed them to finalize the
aluminum tube frame, which will be welded the weekend of Nov. 12th and we will have a
completed tube frame back in the shop! Lastly, we have the dynamics sub-division. They
have been hard at work optimizing suspension components and designing steering and
braking components. The most recent push was to complete all frame attachment points
for these suspension, steering, and braking systems. These are now in the process of
being machined to be welded onto the tube frame.
Overall, it’s been a great month, and there has been a lot of growth in many students in
the Mechanical Division. We are all looking forward to completing Penumbra!

Electrical Director’s Update
Benjamin Pieper

Another busy month has gone by for the electrical division: we have completed all PCB
design for Penumbra, exciting developments are being made with our infotainment
system, and we are moving our work space to Coover Hall.
We have successfully completed the first revisions of all hardware going in Penumbra.
This batch of boards will arrive very soon, after which we will test them all. Regular weekly
peer design reviews of completed work have given us improved confidence in these first
revision systems, but at least one or two more revisions of certain boards are expected to
work out small issues. Many of our new members are becoming very proficient at
schematic and PCB design, which has been critical for the completion of these systems.
In addition to PCB work, there has been a lot of software work going on as well. Namely,
many developments have been made on the infotainment software for Penumbra. Things
like turn-by-turn navigation and FM radio integration are being completed, and Bluetooth
integration work will be happening soon. We are very excited to work with our newest gold
level sponsor, Harman International, to receive knowledgeable feedback and advice on
the infotainment system for the world's first solar utility vehicle.
Finally, with the coming demolition of our current office space, the electrical division has
moved its work space to a room in Coover Hall. We are excited to use this move to
strengthen our relationship with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
This room with be shared between us and several other Electrical/Computer Engineering
clubs. Moving has necessitated major reorganization of our component and PCB storage
systems. We developed a new strategy for storing boards and components which should
expedite inventory, part receiving, and PCB assembly time.

Electrical division’s new home in Coover Hall

Electrical division’s new PCB storage
system

PrISUm’s Members Spotlight
Sarah Leahy
Mechanical Engineering, Business Director
When and why did you join PrISUm?
I joined PrISUm this semester because it combined my interests of engineering/manufacturing and
alternative energy.
What is your role in the organization?
My job is to manage business meetings, increase fundraising efforts, and keep track of sponsors.
What is the best part about PrISUm?
I love being able to interact with amazing, hard working people who share similar interests with me
and also being able to feel like I’m making a difference in the world by helping advance the human
condition.

Smeet Mistry
Mechanical Engineering, Mechanical Division, Battery pack lead
When and why did you join PrISUm?
I joined PrISUm freshman year (last year) at DIS because the car looked really cool and because of
the opportunities that were available for new members.
What is your role in the organization?
My current role is as the Battery Box Project Lead. I am responsible for managing the different
strength areas of the project members to create a new electrical and mechanical design system for
Penumbra’s battery box. We are currently finalizing all the design features and beginning the manufacturing phase.
What is the best part about PrISUm?
The best part of PrISUm is the team atmosphere. All the members are very friendly and the overall
atmosphere is very conducive to innovation and new ideas.

Arun Sondhi
Software Engineering, Electrical Division, Software manager
When and why did you join PrISUm?
I joined PrISUm one year ago to expand my knowledge of embedded systems and to tackle real
world engineering problems.
What is your role in the organization?
I'm the Software Manager on the Electrical Division. My primary role in the organization is to
develop embedded software, higher level software, and to teach our newer members.
What is the best part about PrISUm?
The fact that anyone on the team is provided the opportunity to bring their creative ideas to
fruition that solve meaningful problems.
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Ever wonder how YOU could help create
a SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT?

Adopt-a-Bolt —$10
Adopt-a-Board —$20
Adopt-a-Cell —$40
Adopt-a-Tire —$100
Adopt-a-Battery —$250
To contribute, go to www.prisum.iastate.edu/donate.php or speak with a member.

